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Domino effect consequence synonym

(Determining the domino effect of the Cambridge Extended Dictionary of The Apprentice and thesaurus © Cambridge University Press) domino theory Any of the various theories predicting that radical political change in one country will cause similar changes in neighboring countries. (mainly the UK) As a result as an
indirect effect. Find another word for the domino effect. On this page you can find 9 synonyms, antonyms, idiomatic expressions and related words for domino effect, such as: causal sequence, , domino theory, knock-on, knock-on, ripple-effect, slippery slope and the effect of contagion. A man in his 20s crashed into a
car on Lowerhouses Lane in Lowerhouses at 12.42pm on New Year's Day, causing a domino effect. Of course, they are much easier to eat than actual stones, but be careful, they can easily have a domino effect - once you eat one, you want to eat them all! NNA - AL HAYAT: Nasrallah challenges the election of the
president without the consent of the Free Patriotic Movement Nasrallah considers Aoun a necessary way to the presidency of AL ANWAR: Nasrallah about alliance with the Free Patriotic Movement: We will not allow the defeat of Aoun al-Mustazbal: Nasrallah changes position with Aoun or no president to Aoun or no
state of Hariri : Necessary way, trumped-up : Nasrallah: Israel is preparing for a broad ground offensive, and we promise it the Holocaust tanks We are carrying a long war against the Domino Kissinger effect ... Speaking to a reporter here on Saturday, anjuman Tajiran RY Khan's joint secretary, Haji Mohammad Islam
Noorani, said the decline in oil prices would also help lift the domino effect on overall price increases. Now the Managing Director of the World Bank, Sri Mulyani Indrawati, has confirmed that the 6.76 trillion rupee ($586 million) bank aid it approved was needed to prevent the collapse of the institution and the domino
effect on the financial sector at the beginning of the 2008 financial crisis. The government crisis is just madness, and if America ran out of money, then the domino effect of this political blackmail on the world economy is a frightening scenario. German Chancellor Angela Merkel has warned that the cancellation of Greek
debt could cause an uncertainty effect and scare off investors in the eurozone, according to an interview published yesterday. Summary: German Chancellor Angela Merkel has warned that writing off Greek debt could cause an uncertainty effect and scare off investors in the eurozone, in an interview published on
Sunday. (redirected from the Domino effect) Also found in: Tesaurus. N. The cumulative effect produced when a single event creates a chain of similar events: the domino effect of increasing the speed limit in one of several adjacent From the fact that a row of dominoes stood standing the end will fall in a row if the first
is overturned. American Heritage® English Dictionary, 5th edition. This ©, 2016 by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. Published by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights are reserved. n a series of similar or related events occurring as a direct and inevitable result of one initial C20 event: alluding to a series of
dominoes, each standing at the end, all of which fall when one is pushed: originally used in reference to possible communist takeovers of countries in the SE Asia-Collins English Dictionary - Full and Unabridged, 12th Edition 2014 © HarperCollins Publishers 1991, 1994, 1998, 2000, 2003, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2014
Noun1.domino effect - a consequence of one event, a chain of similar events (e.g., domino fall causes a whole series of upside-down dominoes to fall) The magnetic effect was greater when the rod was along; his decision had a depressing effect on business; He acted very wisely after the eventStroving on WordNet 3.0,
Farlex clipart collection. © 2003-2012 Princeton University, Farlex Inc. n → Dominowirkung f → or -effekt mCollins German Dictionary - Full and Unabridged 7th edition 2005. © William Collins Sons and Co. Ltd. 1980 © HarperCollins Publishers 1991, 1997, 1999, 2004, 2005, 2007 Want to thank TFD for its existence?
Tell a friend about us, add a link to this page, or visit the Webmasters page for free fun content. Link to this page: Problems caused by the domino effect are often those that firms can weather, albeit with a blow to future turnover and profitability, and insolvency and restructuring of the profession plays a key role in
helping firms continue to trade with under-the-radar tips and recommendations that allow them to avoid formal insolvency procedures. Thus, the domino effect of the poor performance of the PPP began to manifest itself in other provinces, where the party never formed a provincial government. The government crisis is
just madness, and if America ran out of money, then the domino effect of this political blackmail on the world economy is a frightening scenario. This, however, would be enough to be a domino effect. Everyone is just a jockey for the position and I would take all the manager or chief executive saying right now with a
significant pinch of salt. Thesaurus / domino effectRoget's 21st century Thesaurus, Third Edition copyright © 2013 Philippe Lief Group.Join our early testers! See what your proposal looks like with different synonyms. Thesaurus 21st Century Rogeta, Third Edition of Copyright © 2013 by Philip Lief Group.© 2020
Dictionary.com, LLC What's another word for domino effect? 62 synonyms pronunciation pronunciation: ɪfˈɛkt, dˈɒmɪnˌə ʊ ɪfˈɛkt, d_ˈɒ-m-ɪ-ˌəʊ ɪf'ˈɛ_k_t (chain reaction (noun) chain circumstances, cause-and-effect relationships, cause-and-effect chain, chain of circumstances, chain reaction, ripples of pond, cause and
effect, event concalation, concalation events, powder trains, chemical reactions, concating event, ripples, chain of circumstances, cause, ripples in the pond. phenomenon (noun) ripple effect (noun) excessive spread, dis-seminations, dis semination, effects of contagion, knock on effect, slippery slopes, dis seminations,
knockon effect, knockon effects, over spreading, knock-on effects, knock-on effects, overspreadings, causal sequences, dis-semination, ripples. The vicious circle (noun) eternal return, cycles, vicious circle, cycle. cycle, merry-go-round, concate, wave, continuum. drumbeat, pattern, cascade. Avalanche, catalog, cluster,
flurry, saga, rash, proceedings. phenomenon consequence, effect, event, question, result, result, result. Result.
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